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An exclusive interview with Australia’s Queen
of Crime Kerry Greenwood as she investigates
political intrigue in the Ancient World.
Tell us about
Out of the
Black Land,
your exciting
new novel of timeless love and power set
in Egypt.
If I had not been so incompetent
with mathematics, I should have been an
archaeologist. I’ve always been fascinated
with the past, especially Ancient Greece
and Rome and, as it happens, Egypt.
My favourite ancient commentator is
Herodotus, who wandered around the
world being interested in everything. I
found him when I was 12. Out of the Black
Land (which is the habitable part of Egypt,
the desert being the Red Land) is about
an entwined love story, a political and
social revolution, and about monotheism
opposed to polytheism. And other things.
What inspired you to write about
Egypt? What fascinated you about the
tumultuous reign of Pharaoh Akhnaten
and his most beautiful Queen, Nefertiti?
In all the literature, Akhnaten was
always a good guy, mostly because he was a
monotheist, as opposed to a polytheist. The
commentators, being Christians, assumed
that anyone who followed One God must be
better than someone who had lots of gods.
This annoyed me, so I started to research
it and found that I inclined strongly to
Horomheb, the general who took over from
the Akhnaten/Tutankhamen dynasty. So I
wrote a book to find out how I felt about it.
We’re delighted to hear that your earlier
historical fiction series, the Delphic
Women trilogy (Medea, Cassandra and
Electra), is being re-released in 2011. Are
there any links between this trilogy and
your new book? And will readers need
to be familiar with the Delphic books to
enjoy Out of the Black Land?
No, the Greek books are separate and
concern other parts of the world. Egypt was

rather set apart from the rest of the ancient
world; as Herodotus says, they do everything
differently.
You’re well-known to Abbey’s readers for
your crime novels, especially the Phryne
Fisher series and of course the Corinna
Chapman Earthly Delights series, but
you’ve written 50 novels, from historical
fiction to young adult fiction. Do you have
a favourite character you write about?
How do you choose which one you’ll write
about next?
I never know. They just walk in and start
talking to me. I’m always glad to see them.

Kerry GREENWOOD
Out of the Black Land

Kerry Greenwood’s
Forbidden Fruit (Pb $22.99)
wins the Davitt’s Readers’
Choice Award 2010
as voted by members of
Sisters in Crime.

Catch up on her
earlier books:
Earthly Delights (#1)
& Devil’s Food (#3)

$9.95 each

now only
while stocks last

Pb $29.95

Egypt in the 18th
Dynasty is peaceful
and prosperous under
the dual reign of father
and son pharaohs
Amenhotep III and IV
until the son begins
to dream terrifying
dreams. Ptah-hotep, a
peasant boy studying
to be a scribe, wants
to live a simple life, but the young Amenhotep
appoints him Great Royal Scribe. Surrounded
by envious rivals, how long will Ptah-hotep
survive? Child-princess Mutnodjme sees her
beautiful sister Nefertiti married off to the
impotent Amenhotep IV. As she must still bear
royal children, a shocking plan is devised. But
while the shrinking Egyptian army guards the
Land of the Nile from enemies on every border,
a far greater menace lurks - not content with
his own devotion to one god alone, the newlyrenamed Akhnaten plans to suppress the
worship of all other gods in the Black Land. His
horrified court soon realise that the Pharaoh is
not merely deformed, but irretrievably mad, and
the biggest danger to the Empire is in the royal
palace itself…

Look out for the new

Phryne Fisher!

Kerry GREENWOOD
Dead Man’s Chest 307pp Pb $22.99
Phryne Fisher #18. The
unflappable Phryne is
off on a quiet seaside
holiday with Dot, Jane
and Ruth. Surely they
won’t be disturbed by
a murder… ?
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MODERN CRIME
Laura ALDEN
Murder at the PTA

320pp Pb $12.95

PTA Mystery #1. After
Tarver Elementary
School’s unpopular
principal is murdered, PTA
secretary and mother of
two Beth Kennedy puts
aside bake sales and
class trip fund-raisers to
catch a killer. And when
members of the PTA
become suspects, she
realises solving this murder will not be as easy
as ABC… (American)

Kate BRADY
Last to Die

432pp Pb $22.99

Detective Dani Cole is determined to track
down a serial killer whose victims include
a young woman she pulled out of a life of
crime. Her investigation leads her to Mitch
Sheridan, who once saved her life but then
disappeared. With danger hot on their heels,
Dani and Mitch unearth a deathly chain of
deception that leads to a killer who is closer
than they think – and more terrifying than
they imagine... (American)

Simon BRETT
Blotto, Twinks and the Dead Dowager
Duchess
192pp Hb $46.95
Blotto & Twinks #2. The extremely aristocratic
but extremely thick Blotto and his extremely
brainy sister Twinks are attending a weekend
house party when their hostess, the Dowager
Duchess of Melmont, is murdered. An
amateur detective, conveniently staying for
the weekend, deduces that the Lyminster
family chauffeur Corky Froggett must have
done it. For Blotto and Twinks, the only way to
prove Corky’s innocence is by finding the real
perpetrator! (English)

Simon BRETT
Blotto, Twinks & the Ex-King’s Daughter
192pp Pb $18.95
Blotto & Twinks #1.
Ex-Princess Etheline,
daughter of the exiled
king of Mitteleuropia,
has been kidnapped
and must be rescued.
The Dowager Duchess
entrusts the task to
her son, Devereux
Lyminster – known
universally as ‘Blotto’.
He is honourable and
brave, but deficient
in the brains department as his sister ‘Twinks’
is gifted. Blotto sets off, driving across many
countries to Mitteleuropia, a realm now ruled
by a usurper, the ex-king’s brother, where
they suspect the princess has been taken…
(English)

Alison BRUCE
Cambridge Blue

288pp Pb $16.95

Tom CAIN
Dictator

384pp Tp $32.95

When the body of a Lorna Spence is
discovered on Midsummer Common,
Richard Moran – her boyfriend and employer
– claims she had no enemies. But it isn’t
long before DC Gary Goodhew discovers
plenty, including her colleague Victoria and
Goodhew’s reckless former classmate Bryn.
They both swear that they have nothing to
do with Lorna’s death… but Goodhew knows
someone is lying. Then there is another brutal
murder and Goodhew must use his own
initiative to flush out the killer. (English)

Samuel Carver #4. Africa has had more than its
share of dictators, but Henderson Gushungo
may be the worst. A powerful consortium of
political and business interests offer Samuel
Carver the job of enforcing regime change.
Can the taking of one life save millions
of others? And can Carver trust the men
who hired him? As the action hurtles from
southern Africa to the streets of Hong Kong,
Carver becomes both the hunter and the
hunted in a deadly game where the survival
of a nation is at stake. (English)

Andrea CAMILLERI
The Track of Sand

272pp Pb $24.95

Inspector
Montalbano #12.
Inspector Salvatore
Montalbano wakes
from strange
dreams to find
a gruesomely
bludgeoned horse
carcass in front
of his seaside
home. When his
men come to
investigate, the
carcass disappears, leaving only a trail in
the sand. Then his home is ransacked and
the inspector is certain that the crimes
are linked. As he negotiates both the
glittering underworld of horseracing and
the Mafia’s connection to it, Montalbano
is aided by his illiterate housekeeper,
Adelina, and a Proustian memory of
‘linguate fritte’. (Italian)

Elizabeth Lynn CASEY
Pinned for Murder
288pp Pb $12.95
Southern Sewing Circle Mystery #3. The
members of South Carolina’s Sweet Briar
Ladies Society sewing circle are as loyal and
close-knit as the day is long. But when the
richest and meanest woman in town turns
up murdered, the new Yankee librarian Tori
Sinclair finds that some threads can bind
dangerously tight. (American)

Lee CHILD
61 Hours

396pp Pb $19.95

Lee CHILD
Worth Dying For

416pp Tp $32.95

Lee CHILD (ed)
The Best American
Mystery Stories 2010

416pp Pb $27.00

Kate COLLINS
Dirty Rotten Tendrils

336pp Pb $12.95

Michael CONNELLY
The Reversal

416pp Tp $32.99

Jack Reacher #14. Icy
winter in South Dakota.
A bus skids and crashes
in a gathering storm.
On the back seat: Jack
Reacher, hitching
a ride to nowhere.
Meanwhile, a small
town is threatened by
sinister forces. One brave
woman is standing up
for justice. If she’s going to live to testify, she’ll
need help from a man like Reacher. Because
there’s a killer coming for her. Has Reacher
finally met his match? He doesn’t want to put
the world to rights. He just doesn’t like people
who put it to wrongs. (English)

Jack Reacher #15. 61
Hours, featuring the
much-loved maverick
hero Jack Reacher,
ended on a cliff-hanger.
What happened to
Reacher? See back page
for Annabel’s review.
(English)

The number one bestselling author, Lee Child,
has edited the latest collection of the genre’s
finest stories, including contributions by top
authors. (English)

Flower Shop Mystery #10. When high-powered
lawyer Ken Lipinski is found dead from a
suspicious overdose, florist and amateur
sleuth Abby Knight finds it hard to swallow
that his opposing counsel – and her old boss
– is the murderer. (American)

Long-time defence
attorney Mickey Haller
is recruited to prosecute
the high-profile retrial
of a brutal child murder.
After 24 years in prison,
convicted killer Jason
Jessup has been
exonerated by new
DNA evidence. Haller
is convinced Jessup is
guilty, and he takes the
case on the condition that he gets to choose
his investigator, LAPD Detective Harry Bosch.
Together, Bosch and Haller set off on a case
fraught with political and personal danger.
(American)

Pb = Paperback
Tp =	Trade Paperback (slightly larger than Pb)
Hb = Hardback
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Sheila CONNOLLY
Fundraising the Dead

336pp Pb $12.95

Museum Mysteries #1. At The Society for
the Preservation of Pennsylvania Antiques,
fundraiser Eleanor Pratt solicits donations
– and sometimes solves crimes. When a
collection of George Washington’s letters
is lost on the same day that an archivist is
found dead, it seems strange that the Society
president isn’t pushing for an investigation.
Nell goes digging herself, and soon uncovers
a long, rich history of crime. (American)

Clare CURZON
Devil in the Detail

256pp Pb $27.95

Mike Yeadings #24. When the body of a
young woman is discovered hanging upside
down from a tree, the village reverberates
with whispers of tarot, occult practices and
pagan rituals. The mystery deepens when the
autopsy reveals that the body had been dead
for a year before being put on gruesome
display. Amidst ritual slaughter, outbreaks
of fire, and a convincing clairvoyant, can
Superintendent Yeadings – in the absence of
DS Rosemary Zyczynski – put this mystery to
rest? (English)

Clive CUSSLER
Spartan Gold

502pp Pb $19.95

Treasure hunters Sam
and Remi Fargo are
up to their waists in
the Great Pocomoke
Swamp in Maryland,
hunting for lost
gold. What they find
instead is a small
WWII German U-boat.
Inside the submarine
they find a body – and
an incredibly rare
bottle of wine. This
bottle was one of 12 taken from Napoleon’s
‘lost cellar’. But it is also a clue to an ancient
treasure. One that Hadeon Bondaruk – a
half-Russian, half-Persian millionaire – will do
anything to get his hands on… (American)

Judith CUTLER
Staging Death

384pp Pb $19.99

‘Resting’ actress
Vena Burford
works part-time for
her estate agent
brother, showing
potential buyers
around upmarket
Warwickshire country
houses. She’s done this
so often she smells
a rat when couples
who don’t fit the
usual client profile
begin visiting the properties. It would have
been better not to ask questions. So when
someone tails Vena’s car – leaving silent but
deeply threatening messages – it’s clear that
a crime is being played out in Shakespeare’s
picturesque county. (English)
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Tim DAVYS
Amberville

400pp Pb $24.95

Eric Bear thinks he has escaped his violent
past, but when crime boss Nicholas Dove
threatens Eric’s wife Emma Rabbit, Eric must
find a way to remove Dove’s name from the
Death List. Problem is, no one knows if the
Death List really exists. Nevertheless, Eric
gathers his old team together: sadistic male
sex worker Sam Gazelle; sweet but dangerous
Tom-Tom Crow; and wily Snake Marek.
What Eric learns will change him forever…
(Swedish)

David DOWNING
Potsdam Station

320pp Tp $32.95

John Russell #4. April 1945. Hitler’s Reich is
assaulted by Allied bombs and Soviet shells,
and Berlin has become the most dangerous
place on earth. On the Odor front line, John
Russell’s 18-year-old son Paul awaits the
Soviets’ final onslaught. Inside Berlin, Russell’s
girlfriend Effi has a Jewish orphan to care for,
and the Gestapo on her trail. But Russell is
in Moscow. To save his son and girlfriend, he
must reach Berlin no later than the Red Army.
But only the Soviets can get him there…
(English)

Ake EDWARDSON
The Shadow Woman

352pp Pb $27.00

Chief Inspector Erik Winter #5. When a woman
is found murdered in the park amidst ethnic
discord, Winter’s search for her missing
child leads him from sleek McMansions to
the Gothenburg fringes, where ‘northern
suburbs’ is code for ‘outsider’ and the past
is inescapable, even for Sweden’s youngest
chief inspector. (Swedish)

Kate ELLIS
The Flesh Tailor

384pp Pb $22.99

Wesley Peterson #14.
When Dr James
Dalcott is shot dead
in his cottage, DI
Wesley Peterson pieces
together the victim’s
life, finding that the
well-liked country
doctor has been
harbouring secrets.
Meanwhile, in Tailors
Court, archaeologist
Neil Watson discovers
the bones of a child buried with a 1930s
coin. When a link is established between the
wartime evacuees and Dr Dalcott’s death,
Wesley is faced with his most challenging
case yet! (English)

J T ELLISON
The Immortals

400pp Pb $14.95

Taylor Jackson #5. To stop a twisted killer,
homicide detective Taylor Jackson must
explore the culture of mysticism and
witchcraft, which immerses her in a darkness
that threatens to destroy both her world and
her mind. (American)
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Chris EWAN
The Good Thief’s Guide to Vegas		
352pp Pb $19.99
In Sin City, it isn’t long before mystery writer
and incorrigible thief Charlie Howard and his
literary agent Victoria are threatened with
a one-way trip to the Nevada desert unless
they can conjure up a small fortune in 24
hours. For Charlie, this means stealing from
as many hotel rooms as he can, and hoping
Lady Luck is on their side. It would all be a lot
easier if Charlie hadn’t stumbled upon a dead
woman, and if star magician Josh Masters
hadn’t vanished in the middle of his act…
(English)

Geraldine EVANS
Death Dance

192pp Hb $49.95

Monica FERRIS
Blackwork

304pp Pb $14.95

Rafferty & Llewellyn #13. Detective Inspector
Joseph Rafferty has just left his wedding
rehearsal when Sergeant Dafyd Llewellyn
calls to say that a local man has come home
to find his wife dead on the kitchen floor.
Adrienne Staveley is soon revealed to be
a woman with many secrets and several
lovers, and there is no shortage of suspects.
But to Rafferty’s horror, his fiancée Abra’s
fingerprints are among those found in the
dead woman’s house… (English)

Needlecraft Mysteries
#13. Part-time sleuth
and needlework
shop owner Betsy
Devonshire works to
clear murder suspect
Leona Cunningham
and find the real killer,
after the victim was
last seen blaming the
peaceful Wiccan and
microbrewery owner
for a series of local
‘accidents’. (American)

Joanne FLUKE
Plum Pudding Murder 288pp Pb $14.95
Hannah Swensen Mystery #13. When Larry
Jaeger, the owner of the Crazy Elf Christmas
Tree Lot, is murdered during the busiest time
of the year, bakery owner Hannah Swenson
must sift through a wealth of suspects
before a murderous Scrooge strikes again.
(American)

Vince FLYNN
Pursuit of Honour

445pp Pb $19.99

Mitch Rapp #10. Washington DC has been
torn by explosions, killing and wounding
hundreds. Three of the terrorists are still at
large, and Rapp has been unofficially ordered
to find them by any means necessary. So
far, the investigation has been painfully
complicated. But the last thing Rapp
expected was to be dealing with a more
personal issue. In light of the attacks in
Washington, he thought the fool that he
was tracking down would have come to his
senses… (American)

CRIME CHRONICLE

Elena FORBES
Evil in Return

320pp Tp $32.95

The body of
bestselling
novelist Joe
Logan is found
dumped in
Brompton
Cemetery.
Detective
Inspector Mark
Tartaglia believes
Logan’s personal
life holds the key,
but unravelling
his past proves
difficult. Following the overnight success
of his debut novel, Logan had become a
recluse. Was Logan just publicity shy or
did he have something to hide? When
the body of a second man is found killed
in an identical fashion, Tartaglia must
find the link between the two dead men
before the killer strikes again. (English)

“Compelling writing, strong
characters and an extremely
satisfactory ending which
leaves plenty of room for the
further adventures of our
dishy DI Mark Tartaglia.” Annabel Blay

Karin FOSSUM
The Water’s Edge

240pp Pb $24.95

Inspector Sejer #7. Walking through the
woods, Reinhardt and Kristine Ris pass a
man who seems agitated and drives off
in a hurry. Near the end of their walk they
discover a young boy’s dead body. Inspector
Sejer is called to the scene, but finds no
immediate cause of death. As the weeks
pass, a once peaceful community is deeply
shaken and the children lose the sense of
complete freedom they had enjoyed. Then a
second boy goes missing… (Norwegian)

Brian FREEMAN
The Bone House

352pp Tp $32.99

A year ago, accusations of an affair with a
pupil cost Mark Bradley his teaching job.
Now the student’s sister has been found
dead, and Mark faces a town convinced
of his guilt. Hilary Bradley is determined
to protect her husband, and her only
ally is a quirky Florida detective named
Cab Bolton. As facts emerge about the
murdered girl’s past, it’s evident that others
are involved in her death. But some will kill
to keep the truth hidden and make Mark
pay the ultimate price for the girl’s murder.
(American)
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Michele GIUTTARI
The Death of a Mafia Don		
384pp Pb $22.99

George Dawes GREEN
Ravens
448pp Pb $22.99

#3. A bomb explodes in the centre
of Florence, hitting the car of Chief
Superintendent Michele Ferrara of the elite
Squadra Mobile. Ferrara was the target;
after all, he did just controversially imprison
notorious Mafia boss Salvatore Laprua. A
week later, another bomb explodes, bringing
tragedy for Ferrara and a determination
to find the culprit. But that same morning,
Salvatore Laprua is found dead in his prison
cell. So who is the mysterious influence
behind the bombings? Someone even the
Mafia fear? (Italian)

When Shaw and Romeo pull up at a
convenience store in Georgia to fix a faulty
tyre on their way to Florida, it happens
to be the store from which a $318 million
Jackpot ticket has just been sold. When
the clerk accidentally reveals to Shaw the
identity of the winning family, he hatches
an audacious plan. That night, he visits
the Boatwright family’s home and takes
them hostage. At first, the family offers no
resistance. But Shaw’s plan depends on
maintaining constant fear. And eventually,
under the pressure, everyone’s sanity begins
to unravel… (American)

Sue GRAFTON
U is for Undertow

Peter GUTTRIDGE
City of Dreadful Night 256pp Hb $49.95

482pp Pb $19.99

In 1960s Santa Teresa,
California, a child is
kidnapped and never
found. When the case
is reopened after 20
years, Michael Sutton
contacts PI Kinsey
Millhone for help,
claiming to recall a
disturbing memory:
stumbling across the
kidnappers burying
Mary Claire Fitzhugh’s
body. Kinsey is certain there is something vital
within Michael’s recollections. And even when
what is unearthed isn’t what was expected,
she can’t let go of the case… (American)

Mark GREANEY
On Target

544pp Pb $18.95

Thomas GREANIAS
The Promised War

368pp Tp $32.99

Gray Man #2. Four years ago, assassin Court
Gentry was betrayed by his handlers in the
CIA. Now, an old comrade returns to haunt
him-and to force him on a mission against his
will. With his ruthless employers on one side,
his former friends on the other and a doomed
mission ahead, Court Gentry would kill to get
out of this one alive… (American)

When Israeli agent Sam Deker thwarts an
attempt to destroy Jerusalem’s Dome of the
Rock, little does he realise his knowledge
of Israel’s most closely guarded state secret
means that he is the real target. Taken to
neighbouring Jordan to be tortured, he finds
himself amidst an ancient Israelite army
on the eve of its historic siege of Jericho.
Deker’s only chance of escape is to embark
on a mission to spy out the Promised Land
in advance of the invasion. But all is not as it
seems, and Israel’s fate in the 21st century lies
in his hands. (American)
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Brighton Trilogy #1. July 1934. A woman’s
torso is found in a trunk at Brighton railway
station’s left luggage office. Her identity is
never established, her killer never caught.
But someone is keeping a diary… July, 2009.
Ambitious radio journalist Kate Simpson
hopes to solve the notorious ‘Brighton Trunk
Murder’, and enlists the help of ex-Chief
Constable Robert Watts, whose role in the
recent botched armed-police operation
in Milldean cost him his job. But it’s only
a matter of time before past and present
collide… (English)

Barbara HAMILTON
A Marked Man

336pp Pb $24.95

Tom HARPER
The Lazarus Vault

480pp Tp $32.95

Abigail Adams Mystery
#2. Abigail Adams,
wife of attorney
John Adams – who is
involved with the Sons
of Liberty – is shocked
when one of the Sons
is accused of murder.
Abigail and John
believe the accused is
innocent, though the
evidence against him
is strong. While John works to clear his client’s
name, Abigail begins her own investigation,
learning unpleasant facts about the dead man.
But as she pursues the truth, the killer pursues
her… and her vulnerable family. (English)

In the heart of London, the Monsalvat Bank is
secretive and fabulously wealthy. When Ellie
Stanton, an impoverished graduate student,
is invited to join the firm, the offer seems
too good to turn down. But the bank is more
than it seems. For buried in their medieval
vaults lies a closely-guarded treasure of
immeasurable power – one bound up with
Ellie’s own history. Ellie finds herself in a
race against time, hunted by the bank and
pursued by her past… (English)
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David HEWSON
The Blue Demon

416pp Pb $22.99

20 years ago, a mysterious group called the
‘Blue Demon’ committed a series of ritualistic
crimes evoking the legacy of the lost race
of the Etruscans. Now, the leaders of the G8
are descending on Rome for a summit at
the Quirinale Palace. But when a politician is
found ritually murdered, detective Nic Costa
suspects that the old case was never solved.
As Costa investigates, he discovers there are
many unanswered questions – and more to
the history of the Blue Demon than anyone
wants to admit... (English)

Patricia HIGHSMITH
The Talented Mr Ripley 256pp Pb $14.95
Tom Ripley is struggling to stay one step
ahead of his creditors and the law, when an
unexpected acquaintance offers him a free trip
to Europe and a chance to start over. Ripley
wants money, success and the good life… and
he’s willing to kill for it. When his newfound
happiness is threatened, his response is as
swift as it is shocking. (American)

Matt HILTON
Judgement and Wrath 384pp Pb $19.99
Joe Hunter doesn’t like bullies. So his latest
job – saving a young woman from her bully
boyfriend – is a no-brainer. As it turns out, the
vengeful father isn’t the only one who wants
the boyfriend dead. Soon Hunter is face-toface with a contract killer who takes his work
very seriously. Contract killer Dantalion has a
talent for killing and keeps a list of his victims
in a book chained to his waist. Each victim is
numbered. And the body count is about to
start rising… (English)

Iris JOHANSEN
Eight Days to Live

448pp Pb $14.95

Eve Duncan Forensics
Mystery #10. Eve Duncan’s
daughter, Jane, has no
idea why she painted the
portrait of the chilling
face that now hangs
in a Paris gallery. But
those who belong to
a powerful cult dating
back to the time of Christ
know its significance.
They believe Jane must die, but not before
she leads them to an ancient treasure beyond
price. From Paris to the Holy Land, Jane
embarks on a desperate race to unravel the
mystery surrounding her painting – and save
her own life. (American)

Kenzo KITAKATA
City of Refuge

256pp Pb $32.00

After killing two gangsters for the woman
he loves, Koji, accompanied by the boy he
kidnapped during his getaway, is on the run
from the police, as well as the mob, with
Detective Takagi hot on his trail. (Japanese)
Due Nov

Marek KRAJEWSKI
The Phantoms of Breslau		
288pp Tp $32.95
Eberhard Mock #3.
Breslau, 1919. The
battered bodies of four
sailors are discovered
on an island. When
Inspector Mock
arrives at the scene to
investigate, he discovers
a note addressed to
him, asking him to
confess his sins and
to become a believer.
As he pieces together the brutal crime, Mock
combs brothels and drinking dens of Breslau.
Drawn into an insidious game by the murderer,
he uncovers a secret society which has the
Inspector in its sights. (Polish)

Chris KUZNESKI
The Secret Crown

400pp Tp $32.95

Hidden among the crates in a newly
discovered Nazi bunker are documents
stamped with a black swan – the insignia
of the murdered Bavarian King Ludwig II,
infamous for his eccentric behaviour during
the 1880s. Jonathon Payne and David Jones
fly to Bavaria to protect the documents, but
soon face a life-or-death battle against an
unknown enemy. From the depths of the
Black Forest to the water canals underneath
Ludwig’s castles, the duo must solve the
mystery behind the king’s death… or share
his tragic fate. (American)

Vicki LANE
The Day of Small Things		
432pp Pb $14.95

Elizabeth Goodweather #5. Deemed unfit to
join the world outside of Appalachia, Least –
the victim of abuse who hears voices and has
a talent for healing – must chose between her
past and the present to stop a violent killer and
save the life of an innocent child. (American)

Jonathan KELLERMAN
Deception
384pp Pb $19.99
On a DVD found near her body, Elise Freeman
chronicles a long ordeal of abuse at the
hands of three sadistic tormentors. Even more
shocking is the revelation that the offenders,
like their victim, are teachers at one of LA’s
most prestigious schools. With Elise dead,
homicide detective Milo Sturgis is assigned
to probe the hallowed halls of Windsor Prep
Academy. Searching for predators among the
privileged, Milo may well be walking into a
highly polished death trap! (American)
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John LE CARRE
Our Kind of Traitor

306 Tp $32.95

A left-leaning
Oxford academic
and his girlfriend
take a holiday
on the island of
Antigua. By seeming
chance, they bump
into a Russian
millionaire who
owns a peninsula, a
diamond-encrusted
gold watch and who
wants to play a game
of tennis. Suddenly, the young lovers are
propelled on a tortuous journey through
Paris to a safe house in the Swiss Alps,
and to the murkiest cloisters of London
and its unholy alliance with Britain’s
Intelligence Establishment. (English)

David LEVIEN
Where the Dead Lay

432pp Pb $17.95

Katia LIEF
You Are Next

320pp Pb $14.95

The Victim was a fighter, but strength wasn’t
enough to save him from a gruesome
end. The Missing are two well-paid private
investigators who vanish on a confidential
job. The Family is formidable and deadly,
and will stop at nothing to make a mark. The
Investigator is Frank Behr: tough, reclusive,
angry, and close to becoming the Hunted.
Can Behr track down the killers before they
add him to their hit list? (American)

When the serial killer who destroyed her life
escapes from prison, former Detective Karin
Schaeffer, refusing to run and hide, takes a
stand against this twisted psychopath before
he harms any more of her family. (American)

John Ajvide LINDQVIST
Harbour
480pp Tp $32.95
On a winter trip home
to the island of Domaro,
Anders and Cecilia
take their six-year-old
daughter Maja across
the ice to visit the
lighthouse at Gavasten,
where she disappears.
Two years later, alone
and an alcoholic, Anders
returns to Domaro to
confront his despair,
where he realises that Maja’s disappearance
is not the first inexplicable tragedy to strike
the islanders. Nor is everyone telling him all
they know; even his own mother is keeping
secrets. There’s something bad happening
on Domaro. Something about the sea…
(Swedish)
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Laura LIPPMAN
I’d Know You Anywhere

380pp Tp $24.99

Eliza Benedict’s quiet life with her husband
and children in suburban Washington is
shattered when she receives a letter from
Walter Bowman, the man who kidnapped
her when she was 15-years-old in a sexuallymotivated killing spree. Now on death row,
Walter is seemingly keen to atone for his sins
– but he has an agenda… and an ally working
on the outside, who knows everything about
Eliza. Eliza must draw on all of her reserves,
as the battle of predator and prey once more
plays out. (American)

John LUTZ
Mister X

Frank Quinn #5.
When the twin sister
of a murder victim
demands that he find
her sister’s killer – a
twisted psychopath
who mutilates his
victims and carves an
‘X’ into their flesh –
ex-homicide detective
Frank Quinn finds
this cold case heating
up as media frenzy
occurs and the killings
start again. (American)

400pp Pb $14.95

336pp Pb $14.95

Joe Gunther #20.
Joe Gunther’s
Vermont Bureau of
Investigation team
is trying to solve the
murder of Wayne
Castine, a suspected
child predator with
mob ties in the area.
But Gunther must
attend to personal
business: the old
case of his girlfriend
Lyn Silva’s father and
brother, believed to be lost at sea. Turns out
the Silvas were involved with a gang of vicious
smugglers – men who are out to keep Lyn and
Gunther from finding the truth. (American)

Colleen McCULLOUGH
Naked Cruelty
400pp Tp $32.99

Diane Gilbert MADSEN
Hunting for Hemingway		
288pp Pb $27.00
After a womanising academic makes plans
to auction off some ‘lost’ Hemingway
manuscripts – then ends up dead – insurance
investigator DD McGil becomes the
murderer’s next quarry, when her quest to
prove the manuscripts are genuine puts her
on the trail of the killer. (American)

P D MARTIN
Kiss of Death

Archer MAYOR
The Price of Malice

381pp Pb $19.99

Sophie Anderson #5. A victim is found dead
in a park with two puncture wounds on
her neck. There is no blood on the scene,
but she looks to have been drained. Is it
a straightforward murder investigation,
or the result of a ritual performed by LA’s
secretive population of ‘vampires’? Special
Agent Sophie Anderson must put the pieces
together, and if she’s wrong, the murderer
may walk. Otherwise, it’s a race against time
to find the killer before more innocent girls
die. (Australian)

So many books,
so little time...

Carmine Delmonico. America, 1968. The leafy
Holloman suburb of Carew is being silently
terrorised by a rapist. When one victim
finds the courage to speak out and go to
the police, the rapist escalates to murder.
For Captain Carmine Delmonico, it seems
to be a case with no clues. And it comes
as the Holloman Police Department is in
turmoil. As the killer makes his plans, Carmine
and his team must use every resource at
their disposal – including a team of highly
motivated local vigilantes. (Australian)

Liam McILVANNEY
All the Colours of the Town		
336pp Pb $22.99

When Glasgow journalist Gerry Conway
receives a phone call promising unsavoury
information about Scottish Justice Minister
Peter Lyons, his instinct is that this apparent
scoop won’t warrant space in The Tribune.
But as Conway’s curiosity grows and his
leads proliferate, his investigation takes him
from Scotland to Belfast. As he digs deeper,
he realises that there is indeed a story to be
uncovered; and there are people who will
go to great lengths to ensure that it remains
hidden. (Scottish)

Richard MONTANARI
The Devil’s Garden

416pp Pb $24.95

Michael Roman is a man with a past. A rising
star in the New York District Attorney’s
office and on the cusp of enormous success,
Michael’s perfect life begins to unravel when
he finds himself the target of a depraved
madman who covets everything Michael has
and will stop at nothing to take it all away. In
a desperate fight to survive, Michael is forced
to confront the dark secrets of his past in
order to save his family… (American)

Marcia MULLER
Locked In

304pp Pb $14.95

Marcia MULLER
Coming Back

304pp Hb $42.00

Jo NESBO
The Snowman

560pp Pb $24.95

Brenda NOVAK
Killer Heat

448pp Pb $14.95

Clare O’DONOHUE
The Double Cross

304pp Pb $24.95

Sharon McCone #26. Fully conscious but
locked in an unresponsive body after being
shot by an unknown assailant, private
investigator Sharon McCone lies in a hospital
bed desperately struggling to communicate
and solve the mystery of the attack – a
situation that is further complicated by her
husband’s growing desire for vengeance.
(American)

Sharon McCone #27. As she tries to recover
from a debilitating injury, Sharon McCone
seeks to discover the truth behind the
disappearance of one of the friends she made
at physical therapy – a missing-persons case
that could have a powerful effect on national
security. (American)

Harry Hole #5.
Inspector Harry Hole
is convinced there
is a link between
the disappearance
of a mother and a
menacing letter he
received months
earlier. As Harry
delves into unsolved
cases, they discover
that an alarming
number of wives and
mothers have gone missing over the years.
When a second woman disappears, Harry’s
suspicions are confirmed: he is a pawn in a
deadly game, confronted with a serial killer
who may drive him to the brink of insanity.
(Norwegian)

Department 6 Mystery #3. Hired by the Yavapai
County sheriff to assist in solving the murders
of seven women in Skull Valley, Arizona,
Jonah Young – a private security operative
from Department 6 – finds his assignment
complicated by his new partner, Francesca
Moretti, whom he betrayed 10 years ago.
(American)

Someday Quilts #3. When their rustic quilting
retreat is disrupted by the discovery of a
body in the woods, Nell Fitzgerald and the
Someday Quilts ladies must rely on their
craftiest thinking when one of their own
becomes the chief suspect. (American)
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Sara PARETSKY
Body Work

464pp Tp $32.99

#15. VI Warshawski’s
wayward niece Petra
draws her to an edgy
club featuring the
Body Artist, who uses
her own flesh as a
canvas. Her disturbing
performance awakens
demons in two
spectators: a young
woman who paints
her inner trauma on
the Body Artist’s back,
and a Gulf War veteran experiencing posttraumatic stress disorder. When the young
woman is shot and dies in VI’s arms, the vet’s
family employ VI to find the truth and prove
their son’s innocence. (American)

Jerome PREISLER
Skin Deep

340pp Pb $14.99

CSI: Crime Scene Investigation. Catherine
Willows, Ray Langston, Nick Stokes, Sara Sidle
and Greg Sanders must enter the secretive
and tightly knit body-art community to catch
two killers – one who tattoos intricate designs
on his victims… And one who removes the
tattoos from his victims. (American)

Sarah RAYNE
House of the Lost

432pp Pb $19.99

When novelist Theo Kendal inherits the
house in which his cousin Charmery was
murdered, he believes it will be the ideal
place to finish his new book. But Theo’s new
novel writes itself, describing a young boy
named Matthew who lives in constant fear.
Struggling to understand the dangerous
secrets surrounding him and his family,
Matthew inhabits a terrifying world where
people are imprisoned and die in macabre
circumstances. Then Theo discovers that
Matthew and his family existed. And
somehow it all connects to Charmery.
(English)

John RECTOR
The Cold Kiss

288pp Tp $32.99

All Nate and Sara want is a new life in a new
town, away from the crime and poverty of
their past. So, after being approached at a
roadside diner by a man offering $500 for
a ride to Omaha, they wonder if their luck
might be changing. It seems like easy money,
but within a few hours the man is dead. In a
run-down motel beside a deserted highway,
Nate and Sara uncover the man’s secrets. Who
he was, how he died, and most importantly,
why he was carrying two million dollars in his
suitcase… (American)

Hannah REED
Buzz Off

Stella RIMINGTON
Present Danger

384pp Pb $24.95

Liz Carlyle #5. MI5
officer Liz Carlyle is
posted to Northern
Ireland. From the
moment she lands
in Belfast, danger
follows. A source
reports strange
occurrences at
a house on the
Irish Sea owned
by the Fraternity,
an organisation
Liz suspects of being a front for renegade
former IRA men. Its head is Seamus Piggott,
an Irish-American with a gun-running past.
When another informant reports a plot is
being hatched against the security forces,
Liz suspects Piggott is involved, along with a
former French Intelligence officer. (English)

David ROBERTS
Sweet Sorrow

272pp Pb $19.95

Lord Edward Corinth & Verity Browne #10.
August 1939. War is now certain. Lord Edward
Corinth, newly married, is determined to
spend these last days of peace quietly with
Verity. The poet, Byron Gates is bizarrely
murdered after the village fete – executed, in
fact, his head chopped off on a wooden block
– and Edward is asked to investigate. (English)

David ROLLINS
Ghost Watch

512pp Pb $25.00
Vin Cooper #4. Special Agent Vin Cooper is
assigned to a cushy job in Rwanda, protecting
entertainers putting on a show for US military
personnel. Things go wrong when their UN
chopper is forced down in the Democratic
Republic of Congo in the middle of an all-out
fire fight. While risking his life to rescue his
principals, Cooper spies a US DoD advisor
in the enemy encampment, which is awash
with American weaponry. It seems that their
forced landing in this inhospitable place was
no accident… (Australian)

Delia ROSEN
A Brisket, A Casket

256pp Pb $12.95

Deadly Deli Mystery #1. Inheriting Murray’s –
her uncle’s Jewish deli – Gwen Silver arrives in
Nashville, Tennessee to keep his legacy alive.
Instead, she is faced with a greedy real estate
developer, a hunky police detective, and a
murder on Kosher Karaoke Night. (American)

ROSLUND & HELLSTROM
Three Seconds
384pp Tp $32.95
Piet Hoffman is the
best undercover
operative in the
Swedish police
force, but only
one other man is
even aware of his
existence. When
a drug deal he is
involved in goes
badly wrong, he
is faced with the
hardest mission of
his life: to infiltrate
Sweden s most infamous maximum security
prison. (Swedish)

Greg RUCKA
Walking Dead

400pp Pb $14.95

Atticus Kodiak #7. When the death of his
neighbour and his neighbour’s family in
a small Georgian town is ruled a murdersuicide, Atticus Kodiak is suspicious and
tries to solve the mystery as he crosses the
globe attempting to rescue the family’s one
surviving daughter. (American)
Kris RUSCH

Hitler’s Angel

288pp Pb $16.99

In 1971, Annie Pohlmann, a young American
student, arrives in Germany to interview
retired detective Fritz Stecher, who headed
the original investigation of the death of
Geli Raubal – Hitler’s niece whom he was
obsessed with. She gets more than she
bargained for when Stecher reveals the whole
story of a case that not only nearly kills him,
but almost changed the course of history.
(American)

Andrea Maria SCHENKEL
Bunker
224pp Pb $29.95
It had been a
normal day at work.
Monika was locking
up, ready to head
home, when the
man arrived. She
didn’t even see his
fist until it was far
too late. Bundled
into a car, tied
up and taken in
darkness to an old
mill in the thick of
a forest, she has
been flung into a
bunker. It is only when she sees her attacker
in the light that she notices the startling
resemblance to someone from her dark and
buried past. (German)

320pp Pb $14.95

Queen Bee Mystery #1. During National Honey
Month, beekeeper Story Fischer sets the
town of Moraine, Wisconsin, abuzz when
she must defend her bees, her business and
her ex-husband from a murder accusation.
(American)
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Sebastian STUART
To the Manor Dead

240pp Pb $27.00

Janets Planet #1. Former NYC psychotherapist
Janet Petrocelli has made a new life for herself
as a collectibles shop owner in the quiet
Hudson Valley river town of Sawyersville.
But Janet is a magnet for nut jobs. When the
aristocratic Daphne Livingston offers her
prized heirlooms to Janet for a hasty sale,
the seemingly simple deal morphs into a
web of insanity, greed, and murder. Despite
her resolve to steer clear of degeneracy and
deceit, Janet becomes obsessed with finding
justice for the dead. (American)

Rebecca TOPE
Fear in the Cotswolds

416pp Pb $19.99

Thea Osborne #7.
Thea Osborne
is apprehensive
about her latest
commission: a wintry
month in an isolated
house with only
an assortment of
animals, including
her loyal spaniel
Hepzie, for company.
With the summer
lushness of the Cotswolds turned icy grey,
Thea spends her first few days exploring the
beautiful hamlet of Hampnett. But when the
weather turns extreme, so do events. Then
Thea stumbles across a man lying dead in
a snow-covered field, finding herself once
again at the heart of a mystery. (English)

Lee VANCE
The Garden of Betrayal		
320pp Tp $32.99
A new Russian pipeline poised to
revolutionise the oil industry has exploded,
and energy analyst Mark knows it was no
accident. Seven years ago, Mark’s son was
kidnapped. But with no motive and no body,
the police were at a loss. Now Mark receives a
lead. Is his son’s disappearance linked to the
attack on the pipeline? Frantically searching
for a link between an incipient energy war
and his family’s tragedy, Mark unearths a vast
conspiracy… (American)

Jan Costin WAGNER
Silence

256pp Pb $29.95

When a young girl
disappears, her
abandoned bike
is found in exactly
the same place
that another girl
was murdered 33
years before. The
perpetrator was
never caught and
the authorities
suspect the same
killer has struck
again. Detective
Kimmo Joentaa calls upon the help of his
older colleague Ketola, who worked on the
original murder, in the hope that they can
solve both cases. They discover that the truth
is not always what you expect… (German)

www.abbeys.com.au

Laura WILSON
A Capital Crime

352pp Tp $32.99

London, 1949. When John Davies confesses
to killing his wife and baby daughter in
their Notting Hill digs, it seems to be a
straightforward case for DI Ted Stratton. But
then Davies recants and blames a fellow
tenant, Norman Backhouse, for the crimes.
Stratton sees no reason to believe him,
and the case against Davies proceeds: he is
convicted, protesting his innocence to the
end. A few months later, Backhouse vanishes,
but his flat and garden is full of the corpses
of women who have been gassed, raped and
strangled. Has Stratton caused an innocent
man to hang? (English)

Inger Ash WOLFE
The Taken

496pp Pb $21.95

Detective Inspector Hazel Micallef is
recovering from a traumatic back operation
that has left her in the care of her ex-husband
and his new wife. But Hazel is lured back to
work when a body is pulled from a nearby
lake: a discovery that mirrors a disturbing
story printed in the local newspaper. The
author of the tale can’t be found, and when
taunting clues ensue, Hazel realises she’s
dealing with a master manipulator – a crazed
soul who knows her every move. (Canadian)

Shuichi YOSHIDA
Villain

304pp Pb $29.95

Japan, 2002. The body of Yoshino, a female
insurance saleswoman, is found at Mitsue
Pass. A young construction worker, Yuichi,
is soon arrested by the Nagasaki police on
suspicion of strangling the victim. As Yuichi
and his lover try to elude the police, moving
back and forth in time, the events that led
up to the murder and its aftermath unfold…
(Japanese)

Anthony E ZUIKER
Dark Origins

416pp Pb $24.95

Level 26 #1. Steve Dark is in retirement. Two
years ago, as a member of elite crime squad
Special Circs, he came close to putting an end
to a psychopath’s killing spree. In revenge,
the killer destroyed Dark’s family. Dark quit,
vowing he’d never go back. He’d seen enough
carnage and death. But now the killer’s back,
and the Special Circs are convinced only Dark
can stop him. Is Dark prepared to risk his new
life to once again hunt a monster? (American)

CRIME HISTORICAL
Philip BARUTH
The Brothers Boswell

336pp Tp $32.99

1763. Dr Samuel
Johnson and
James Boswell
are history’s most
famous friends.
Boswell is eager to
advance himself
in literary society.
Today he is to
accompany the
Dr Johnson on
an excursion up
the Thames. But
another Boswell is
watching from the shadows, insanely jealous
of his elder brother’s meteoric rise through
London’s coffeehouses and whorehouses,
tenements and theatres, soirees and salons.
He has two golden pistols in his pocket, a
ferryboat at his disposal… and murder in his
heart. (American)

Fabrice BOURLAND
The Baker Street Phantom		
352pp Pb $19.95
A Singleton & Trelawney Case. London,
1932. Londoners are terrorised by a series
of brutal murders, and private detectives,
Singleton and Trelawney, open their door in
Bloomsbury. The first person to call on their
services is Lady Arthur Conan Doyle. She tells
of mysterious events at 221 Baker Street and
a premonition of terrible danger. In a world of
séances and spirits, the boundaries between
reality and fantasy are blurred. Will the most
famous detective of all time help them solve
these crimes? (English)

Alys CLARE
Music of the Distant Stars		
256pp Hb $49.95
Lassair #3. Very
early one summer
morning, Lassair
slips out of her
Fenland village on
a deeply personal
mission, and
discovers the dead
body of a young
woman. The girl’s
identity is quickly
discovered but, as
she wonders who
killed her and why,
Lassair is mystified
and frightened. Why did a sweet-natured
seamstress have to die? Suspicion soon
creeps uncomfortably close to home; and
then another body is found… (English)
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Anna DEAN
A Woman of Consequence		
384pp Hb $49.95
Miss Dido Kent
Mystery #3. On a
visit to the ruins
of Madderstone
Abbey, Penelope
Lambe falls
down the ancient
stone steps. The
Crockford sisters
think Penelope
saw the Grey
Nun – the ghost
reputed to walk
the abbey’s ruins.
But Miss Dido Kent
isn’t convinced and events become sinister
when a human skeleton is found at the
abbey. The remains are identified as those of
a Miss Elinor Fenn, and letters come to light
hinting at the reason for her death. But how
is Miss Lambe’s accident connected to this
discovery? (English)

Ann FEATHERSTONE
The Newgate Jig

288pp Tp $32.99

George Kevill’s
young son
Barney is
present at
his father’s
hanging,
knowing
full well that
his father is
innocent and
has been set
up. There are
those who
want to silence
Barney – so he finds sanctuary at the London
Aquarium amidst an assortment of his father’s
bohemian friends. Together they will protect
Barney and seek to uncover the conspiracy
behind a dark secret, lying at the heart of the
Victorian establishment… (English)

Martin Harry GREENBERG (ed)
Sherlock Holmes in America		
378pp Pb $27.00
The world’s greatest fictional detective and his
famous sidekick Dr Watson are on their first
trip across the Atlantic as they solve crimes all
over 19th century America: from the bustling
neighbourhoods of New York, Boston and
DC, to fog-shrouded San Francisco. Holmes
will face some of the most cunning criminals
America has to offer and meets some of
America’s most famous figures along the way.
This exciting new anthology features over
a dozen original short stories by prominent
and award-winning writers, including Daniel
Stashower, Jon L Breen, Loren Estleman, Steve
Hockensmith, Bill Crider, and more! (American)

Claude IZNER
The Predator of Batignolles		
336pp Pb $19.95

Victor Legris #5. Paris, 1893.Victor Legris has
vowed to give up the dangerous hobby of
amateur sleuthing to concentrate on selling
books. But a murderer is at large, intent on
revenge for events that took place many
years before during the Commune. And when
a bookbinder friend of Victor’s becomes the
latest victim of the mysterious ‘Leopard’, the
young bookseller feels impelled to resume his
detective work and uncover the identity of
the Batignolles predator. (French)

Bernard KNIGHT
A Plague of Heretics

368pp Pb $19.99

Crowner John #14.
With the city of
Exeter ravaged by
an outbreak of the
‘yellow plague’,
county coroner
Sir John de Wolfe
must divide his time
between visiting his
infected brother,
William, and dealing
with a series of
brutal murders
which appear to be linked to a revival
of heresy in the city. When some of the
cathedral canons begin a crusade against this
danger to the Church, Sir John finds himself
accused of being too sympathetic to the
heretics, bringing him into conflict with the
ecclesiastic authorities. (Welsh)

Paul LAWRENCE
A Plague of Sinners

448pp Pb $19.95

Harry Lytle
Chronicles #2. 1665.
The great plague
rages rampant
outside London’s
city walls. Harry
Lytle returns to
investigate the
murder of the Earl
of St Albans. A
grisly dinner-table
death starts Harry
off on the trail, and
it’s not long before
his familiar accomplice, Dowling the butcher,
joins him. Their master, Lord Arlington,
head of the King’s intelligence service, tasks
them with uncovering the name of the Earl’s
murderer. But there will be plenty more
deaths and scrapes for Harry before the name
is revealed! (English)

Edward MARSTON
The Amorous Nightingale		
384pp Pb $19.99
Christopher Redmayne
Mystery #2. London,
1667. Acclaimed
beauty and singer
Harriet Gow is the
favourite mistress
of King Charles
II. So Christopher
Redmayne is
intrigued when
the King urgently
summons him; Harriet
has been kidnapped.
With the help of his friend Jonathan Bale,
Redmayne delves into Harriet’s background.
The facade of elegance crumbles in the face
of their investigations, and just as Redmayne
and Bale start to question whether Harriet is
really the victim or the guilty party, a brutal
murder provides the answer... (English)

Anne PERRY
The Sheen on the Silk

608pp Pb $19.99

1273. The
enlightened city
of Byzantium lies
in the path of the
Church of Rome’s
crusade into
Jerusalem, and
faces the prospect
of surrendering
its Orthodox
theology to Roman
Catholicism. Anna
has arrived in
Byzantium to find
out why her brother has been exiled for a
murder she believes he did not commit.
Posing as a eunuch so that she can move
freely in all levels of society, Anna finds
herself in the middle of intrigues that may not
only free, or condemn, her brother, but will
also determine the fate of Byzantium itself.
(English)

Deanna RAYBOURN
Dark Road to Darjeeling		
400pp Pb $27.00
After eight idyllic months in the
Mediterranean, Lady Julia Grey and her
detective husband hurry to India to aid an old
friend, the newly widowed Jane Cavendish.
Living on the Cavendish tea plantation with
the remnants of her husband’s family, Jane is
consumed with the impending birth of her
child – and with discovering the truth about
her husband’s death. Was he murdered for
his estate? And if he was, could Jane and her
unborn child be next? (American)
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Jed RUBENFELD
The Death Instinct

464pp Tp $32.99

New York,
1920. Stratham
Younger, recently
returned from
the battlefields of
Europe, witnesses
an explosion
on Wall Street
alongside Captain
James Littlemore
of the NYPD and
Colette Rousseau,
a brilliant disciple
of Marie Curie.
Littlemore’s investigation will lead him into
conflict with the FBI, and to the centre of
a corrupt web that links Wall Street and
Washington. Meanwhile Stratham and
Colette embark on a perilous journey that will
take them to Vienna, where Freud will shed
light on his theory of the human desire for
destruction, even self-destruction, which he
terms ‘the death instinct’. (American)

Jeri WESTERSON
The Demon’s Parchment		
304pp Hb $43.00
Medieval Noir: Crispin Guest #3. In 14th century
London, disgraced knight Crispin Guest has
become the ‘Tracker’ – a man who can find
anything, solve any puzzle and, with the
help of his thieving street urchin apprentice
Jack Tucker, will do so for a price. Jacob of
Provencal is a Jewish physician at the King’s
court, even though all Jews were expelled
from England nearly a century before. Jacob
wants Crispin to find stolen parchments
that might be behind the recent, gruesome
murders of young boys… parchments that
someone has used to summon a demon that
now stalks the streets of London. (American)

Jeri WESTERSON
Serpent in the Thorns

288pp Pb $27.00

Medieval Noir: Crispin Guest #2. With only his
wits to sustain him, disgraced knight Crispin
Guest works the mean streets of 14th century
London, building a small reputation for his
skill. In 1383, a tavern girl comes to his door; a
body was found where she works, killed by a
precisely aimed crossbow bolt. The murdered
man was one of three couriers from the
French king, transporting a relic intended
to smooth the troubled relations between
France and England. Events quickly spin out
of control and Guest finds himself the prime
suspect in a murder with terrible diplomatic
implications! (American)
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CRIME AUDIO
Tom HARPER
The Lost Temple

CRIME NON-FICTION
10 CDs $39.95

Sam Grant is a disgraced ex-SOE soldier
and an adventurer by trade. But he has a
secret: six years ago, a dying archaeologist
entrusted him with his life’s work – transcripts
of mysterious writing found in a hidden cave
on Crete. Deciphered, it could lead to one of
the greatest prizes in history. The CIA wants
it; so does the KGB. Assisted by a brilliant
Oxford professor and a beautiful yet secretive
Greek archaeologist, Grant is plunged into a
labyrinth of ancient cults and lost civilisations.
(English)

John LE CARRE
Our Kind of Traitor

10 CDs $59.99

Britain is in the depths of recession. A leftleaning young Oxford academic and his
barrister girlfriend take an off-peak holiday on
the Caribbean island of Antigua. By seeming
chance they bump into a Russian millionaire
called Dima who owns a peninsula, a
diamond-encrusted gold watch, and who
wants to play a game of tennis. Suddenly,
the young lovers are propelled on a tortuous
journey through Paris to a safe house in the
Swiss Alps, and to the murkiest cloisters of
the City of London and its unholy alliance
with Britain’s Intelligence Establishment.
(English)

Ngaio MARSH
Singing in the Shrouds

3 CDs $32.99

On a cold
February night,
the police
discover the
third in a series
of corpses on
the quayside
in the Pool of
London, her
body covered
with flower
petals and pearls. The killer walked away,
singing. When the cargo ship, Cape Farewell,
sets sail, she is carrying nine passengers –
one of whom is known to be the murderer.
Superintendent Roderick Alleyn joins the
ship at Portsmouth, on the most difficult
assignment of his professional career yet!
(New Zealander)

Kathy REICHS
Mortal Remains

1 CD $39.95

When Tempe is called to the scene of an
autoerotic death, she discovers that the man
whose body she is examining apparently
died in a helicopter crash in Vietnam 40
years before. So who is buried in the soldier’s
grave? Tempe’s investigations take her to
Honolulu where she is caught up not only
in the mystery of the unidentified body
in the soldier’s grave, but also dragged
into investigating who – or what – killed
the young men whose body parts have
floated up onto a popular Hawaiian beach.
(American)
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William BEADLE
Jack the Ripper Unmasked		
319pp Pb $19.99

William Henry
Bury had a terrible
childhood, he was a
horsemeat butcher
and he had a violent
relationship with
his wife. The author
uses his Ripper
psychological profile
in conjunction with
newly unearthed
evidence: Bury was
out all night on
the dates of the murders and, when his wife
‘committed suicide’, she had been strangled
and her body ripped up similarly to Ripper’s
victims. By comparing the crimes of Jack the
Ripper with other serial killers, the author
creates a more extensive psychological profile
of Jack the Ripper than ever before. (English)

Malcolm BEITH
The Last Narco:
Hunting El Chapo, the World’s MostWanted Drug Lord
288pp Pb $24.95
El Chapo is the world’s most wanted drug
lord, at large since he escaped from prison in
2001 after bribing guards to wheel him out in
a laundry cart. His cartel moves thousands of
tons of cocaine, marijuana and heroine into
the US each year using tunnels, planes and
submarines. He bribes and kills politicians,
police, soldiers and those who betray him. He
is hailed by locals as a folk hero. But the net is
closing. Who will make the final move? There
is no bigger crime story in the world today
than the Mexican drug war and the hunt for
El Chapo. (American)

Jon BELLINI
Child’s Prey

320pp Pb $12.95
On 1 October 1997,
16-year-old Luke
Woodham entered
his Mississippi
high school
with a hunting
rifle. He opened
fire, killing two
teenage girls and
wounding seven
other students
in an 11-minute
rampage. Later, at
Woodham’s home,
police discovered his mother brutally beaten
and stabbed to death. An investigation led
to the arrest of six other teenagers in the
area, including ex-Bible student-turneddevil worshipper and Hitler lover, Grant
Boyette – the leader of their Satanist cult.
This book is a disturbing reminder of today’s
shocking epidemic of high school shootings.
(American)

Abbey’s Bookshop 131 York Street Sydney NSW 2000

John CURRAN
Agatha Christie’s Secret Notebooks		
492pp Pb $24.99
Following the death
of Agatha Christie’s
daughter in 2004,
a legacy was
revealed: Agatha’s
private notebooks
– 73 handwritten
volumes largely
ignored due to
Agatha’s nearindecipherable
handwriting. But
when archivist John
Curran began deciphering the notebooks,
the extent of this treasure trove became
apparent. This book lifts the lid on Christie’s
biggest secret - how her pencilled notes, lists
and drafts led to her many successful books,
plays and stories, as well as alternative plots,
titles and characters, deleted scenes and even
her plans for books she never got to write.
(Irish)

Diane FINGLETON
Nothing to Do with Justice:
The Diane Fingleton Story		
296pp Pb $29.95
Charged wrongly under a criminal code
in a disagreement over conditions of
employment, Diane Fingleton – the former
lawyer, magistrate and Chief Magistrate of
Queensland – was unjustly sentenced to one
year in prison in the very same court she had
presided over. (Australian)

Andrew FRASER
Snouts in the Trough

Pb $29.95

This is an account of Australia’s police force
and the corruption that runs rife among
rogue cops. The author, with a career in
criminal law, has encountered some of the
worst cases of corruption, both within and
beyond the prison system, and has firsthand
knowledge of the Australian police force’s
involvement and contribution to gangland
hierarchies. Here are the true stories you
won’t find in the media. (Australian)

Chris & Sam GIANCANA
Double Cross: The Explosive Inside Story
of the Mobster Who Controlled America
478pp Pb $19.95
Sam Giancana: talented businessman, Las
Vegas entrepreneur, ruthless killer and
outside player for the CIA’s dirtiest deeds.
Giancana clawed his way to the top of the
Mafia hierarchy, partied with major stars
such as Frank Sinatra and Marilyn Monroe,
and did business with agents from the CIA
to the Shah of Iran. When Joe Kennedy gave
Giancana the chance to use mob muscle to
get his son John elected, he jumped at it. But
the Kennedy brothers double-crossed him,
waging full-scale war on organised crime...
(American)

John GLATT
Lost and Found: The True Story of Jaycee
Lee Dugard and the Abduction that
Shocked the World
352pp Pb $14.95
A case repeatedly
featured on the
TV’s America’s Most
Wanted, this is the
story of Jaycee
Lee Dugard, who –
having been held
hostage for 18 years
by registered sex
offender Phillip
Garrido, who
sexually abused her
and fathered her
two children – was
finally found by authorities… just two hours
away from her childhood home. (American)

Robert GRAYSMITH
The Laughing Gorilla: The True Story of
the Hunt for One of America’s First Serial
Killers
384pp Pb $14.95

During the 1920s, in
more than a dozen
cities across two
continents, women
were butchered.
Eyewitnesses claim
the perpetrator was
a hulking, Biblecarrying brute who
lumbered on all
fours and laughed
maniacally with each
new slaughter. The
crimes haunted San
Francisco Police Captain Charles Dullea, the
last honest cop in the most notoriously corrupt
departments in the country. But nothing could
have prepared Dullea for where the case, and
the truth, would take him. (American)

Camille KIMBALL
What She Always Wanted: A True Story of
Marriage, Greed and Murder
304pp Pb $14.95

The story of a woman who had it all, yet
would kill for more! Jewellery dealer Jay
Orbin disappeared in Florida on a sales run
when Hurricane Frances hit. When his horribly
mutilated remains turned up weeks later, the
trail of evidence led straight to his glamorous
wife Marjorie, whose web of betrayal cost her
the one thing she valued most - her child.
(American)

Mark Brandon READ
One Thing Led to Another:
The Real Story

Tp $34.99

Toe-cutter.
Blowtorch
aficionado.
Killer. Husband.
Father.
Children’s
author. Standup comedian.
The real
‘Chopper’
has been an
enigma, until
now. This is
the definitive
story, from
his strange, tortured childhood, to the
formative years as a young gang member
and developing criminal, to his decades in
and out of prison in Victoria and Tasmania.
Here are the true stories behind the myths,
plus the stories he has never revealed
before... (Australian)

Linda ROSENCRANCE
Bone Crusher
360pp Pb $12.95
For years, serial
killer Larry
Bright trolled
the roads and
back streets
of Illinois
for helpless
women. Then
one woman
escaped and
suddenly police
were looking
for bodies
everywhere,
trying to
deduce how
many women Bright had killed and what
he had done with their remains. An all-out
investigation shocked hardened detectives.
From interviews with women who survived
their encounters with him to the forensic
search for bone fragments and pieces of
burned, buried flesh, the case against Larry
Bright closed like a vice. (American)

float away with a good book…

Gift Cards now available

tel 02 9264 3111 fax 02 9264 8933
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CRIME CHRONICLE

Crime Scene with Annabel Blay
Lee CHILD
Worth Dying For 		

131 York Street SYDNEY NSW 2000
416pp Tp $32.95

ORDERS

Jack Reacher #15. Has Jack Reacher finally met his match?
61 Hours (Pb $19.95) ended with Jack Reacher trapped in a
desperate situation from which escape seemed impossible, even
for him. Could that really have been the end of the road for the
maverick loner? Well, for the first time ever, Lee Child has written
two Jack Reacher books in one year to answer that very question.
This new book is intended as a sequel, of sorts. In fact, it works just
as well as a stand-alone title – that is, you can read it and thoroughly
enjoy it without having read the previous title.
Reacher is bruised and battered after the explosive ending of 61 Hours and not planning
on sticking around the small Nebraska town he is hitching through. When he steps in to
help a resident of this fearful, submissive community, someone wants him dead. But who?
And what, in this cold, isolated county, could be worth dying for?

(02) 9264 3111 Sydney Metro
1800 4 BOOKS Outside Sydney
1 800 4 2 6 6 57

(02) 9264 8993 Fax
Reply Paid 66944
Sydney NSW 2000
(no stamp required)

www.abbeys.com.au
books@abbeys.com.au

TRADING HOURS
Mon, Tue, Wed, Fri................. 8.30am - 7pm
Thursday................................... 8.30am - 9pm
Saturday.................................... 8.30am - 6pm
Sunday.....................................10.00am - 5pm

DELIVERY

Anywhere in Australia
Items Ordered
Total Delivery Cost
1-5
$6.50
6+
FREE

Abbey’s Crime Bestsellers - September 2010
1.

Truth by Peter Temple (Pb $23.95)

ABBEY’S CARD

2.

Started Early, Took My Dog (Jackson Brodie #4) by Kate Atkinson (Tp $32.95)

3.

A River in the Sky (Amelia Peabody #19) by Elizabeth Peters (Hb $23.50 Special Price)

4.

The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets’ Nest (Millennium #3) by Stieg Larsson (Pb $24.95)

5.

Nemesis (#20) by Lindsey Davis (Tp $32.95)

6.

Mortal Remains (Temperance Brennan #13) by Kathy Reichs (Tp $32.95)

7.

The Ghost Writer (Film Tie-in) by Robert Harris (Pb $24.95)

8.

Three Stations by Martin Cruz Smith (Tp $32.99)

9.

The Inspector and Silence (Inspector Van Veeteren #5) by Hakan Nesser (Tp $32.99)

10. A Vein of Deceit (Matthew Bartholomew #15) by Susanna Gregory (Pb $24.99)
11. Spies of the Balkans by Alan Furst (Tp $32.99)
12. A Death in Calabria (Michele Ferrara #4) by Michele Giuttari (Pb $29.99)

Ask for an Abbey’s Card so your purchases earn you
Reward Dollars, which can be used to purchase any
items from us and are issued every 6 months:
Purchase Over*
Reward $
$300
20
$400
25
$500
35
$600
45
$700
55
$800
65
$900
75
$1000
$10 for every $100 spent

* during every 6 month period ended 30 June and 31 Dec

GIFT VOUCHERS

Available in any denomination, with
no expiry date. Redeemable at Abbey’s Bookshop,
Language Book Centre and Galaxy Bookshop.

PARKING

Spend $50 or more at Abbey’s Bookshop, Language
Book Centre or Galaxy Bookshop, present your QVB
Wilson Parking ticket and get $5 off your purchase.

13. Trick of the Dark by Val McDermid (Tp $32.99)
14. Heartstone (Shardlake #5) by C J Sansom (Tp $32.99)
15. Even Money by Dick Francis & Felix Francis (Pb $19.95)

3 million books

16. The Cobra by Frederick Forsyth (Tp $32.95)
17. Skeleton Hill (Inspector Peter Diamond #10) by Peter Lovesey (Pb $24.95)
18. Death by Design (Ikmen #12) by Barbara Nadel (Pb $19.99)
19. The Girl Who Played with Fire (Millennium #2) by Stieg Larsson (Pb $24.95)
20. The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo (Millennium #1) by Stieg Larsson (Pb $24.95)

www.abbeys.com.au
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